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This paper is devoted to an investigation of various dynamical concepts for
group shift systems which are invariant by algebraic conjugacy (i.e., topological
conjugacy preserving the group structure). The concept of controllability, which is
stronger than topological transitivity, and the concept of limit dimension, which
is analogous to topological entropy, are discussed at length. Particular attention is
dedicated to the abelian case, for which duality results are also established.  1997
Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Let G be a Lie group. Consider the group of sequences GZ equipped with
the product topology and let _ : GZ  GZ be the shift map defined by
(_w)(t) :=w(t+1). Clearly, _ is a topological isomorphism. Let BGZ be
a closed _-invariant subgroup. The dynamical system (B, _ | B ) is called a
group shift on G. (GZ, _) is called the full group shift on G.
Group shifts are an example of group dynamical systems, namely,
dynamical systems (X, T ) where X is a topological group and T : X  X a
topological isomorphism. An algebraic morphism between group dynamical
systems is a morphism of dynamical systems which is in addition a
homomorphism. An algebraic conjugacy between the group dynamical
systems (X1 , T1) and (X2 , T2) is an invertible algebraic morphism whose
inverse is also a morphism: in this case we say that (X1 , T1) and (X2 , T2)
are algebraically conjugated and we write (X1 , T1)& (X2 , T2).
Compact group shifts and, more generally, compact group dynamical
systems have been extensively studied in [7, 8, 13, and 22], and, in the
abelian case, also in [3, 10, 11, and 15]. See also [16] for related topics.
In this paper we introduce and investigate the dynamical notion of con-
trollability for group shifts, which is in general stronger than the classical
notion of transitivity. This concept has been introduced for the first time,
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in a very general setting, in systems theory [1921]. See also [12] and
[17] for several considerations on controllability with applications to
coding. In the classical theory of dynamical systems, however, control-
lability had not been considered before: one of the aims of this paper is to
show that this notion can also be useful in this context. We also introduce
a notion of dimension for a group shift on a compact Lie group which is
analogous to the topological entropy but that, differentially from this one,
is never infinite: it is useful in studying ‘‘big’’ group shifts.
Section 1 is devoted to establishing some basic facts regarding these
dynamical notions. In particular, Corollary 1.6 shows that for compact
group shifts controllability can be equivalently expressed in other ways.
Moreover, Theorem 1.9 and Corollaries 1.10 and 1.11 establish some useful
relations between the limit dimension and other quantities in a compact
group shift.
In Section 2 we focus on abelian compact group shifts. Theorem 2.2 per-
mits us to lift a connected compact abelian group shift to a linear shift.
This turns out to be quite useful in analyzing the dynamical properties of
such shifts and it allows us to establish, for compact abelian group shifts,
a connection between controllability and algebraic conditions on the
associated dual module: Corollary 2.4 and Theorem 2.6. It is also conjec-
tured a necessary and sufficient criterion (which involves the concept of
controllability) for an abelian compact group shift to be algebraically con-
jugated to a full group shift. We prove the conjecture in some special cases
in Corollary 2.10.
In Section 3 we establish some duality results for abelian group shift.
This permits us to prove, Corollary 3.4, that every controllable group shift
on a finitely generated abelian discrete group is of finite type.
Most of the results we present in this paper are for group shifts on com-
pact Lie groups and, particularly, on compact abelian Lie groups. Our
future efforts will be in the direction of studying group shifts on more
general Lie groups using Lie algebra techniques. Moreover, we intend to
continue the analysis of group shifts on discrete abelian groups, which has
only been started in Section 3. Results in this sense have also been obtained
in [23].
1. SHIFTS ON LIE GROUPS
1. Preliminaries
Throughout this section G denotes a real Lie group. The identity of a
group will be denoted by 1. G0 denotes the component of 1 in G. Let
BGZ be a closed _-invariant subgroup. From now on, whenever this
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does not cause confusion, we use the symbol B to indicate the group shift
(B, _ |B ). The class of group shifts on G is denoted by 7(G).
If B # 7(G) and IZ denote by B| I GI the subgroup of restrictions of
maps in B to the subset I. Define, moreover,
BI :=[w # B | w(t)=1 \t # I c]. (1)
BI is a closed subgroup of B and, if identified with (BI) | I , also of GI.
Hence, if I is finite, BI is naturally a Lie group. On the other hand, B|I is
in general not closed in GI. However, it is closed when G is compact or, for
finite I, when G is discrete.
If B # 7(G) and n is a positive integer, define
B[n] :=[w # (B|[0, n&1]) Z | (t [ w(t) |[0]) # B
and w(t) |[1, n&1]=w(t+1)|[0, n&2] \t # Z] (2)
B[n] is a group shift which is algebraically conjugated to B and it is called
the n-block extension of B.
We recall the concept of memory [1, 20]. B # 7(G) is said to have
memory & # N if
w # GZ and w |[t, t+&] # B|[t, t+&] \t # Z O w # B (3)
B is said to have finite memory (or to be of finite type), if it has memory
& for some & # N. Group shifts of memory 1 are also called markovian. It
easily follows, from block extension arguments, that every group shift with
finite memory is algebraically conjugated to a markovian one.
B # 7(G) is said to be controllable [19, 20] if for all w1 , w2 # B, there
exists n # N and w # B with
w(t)=w1(t) \t<0, (_nw)(t)=w2(t) \t0 (4)
B is said to be &-controllable if in (4), n can be chosen to be equal to & # N
independently from the choice of w1 and w2 . If B is &-controllable for some
& # N we will say that B is strongly controllable. It is easy to see that if B
is &-controllable, then it is also &$-controllable for every &$&.
One can immediately see that controllability implies topological trans-
itivity, while strong controllability implies topological mixing. The converse
holds true for B # 7(G) where G is a finite discrete group. In this case,
indeed, the all four concepts are equivalent [7].
If B # 7(G), denote by Bf the subgroup consisting of the trajectories
w # B with finite support, namely, such that w(t)=1 except for finitely
many t # Z. Clearly, Bf # 7(G). B is said to be weakly controllable if Bf=B.
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It easily follows from the definition that if B is controllable, then B is
weakly controllable. The converse is easily shown to be true if G is finite.
2. Algebraic Morphisms and Invariants
We start with the following generalization of Hedlund’s theorem [1, 4]
on morphisms of shifts.
Lemma 1.1. Let G1 and G2 be Lie groups. Consider Bi # 7(Gi) for
i=1, 2 and let , : B1  B2 be an algebraic morphism. Then, there exist
h, k # N, and a homomorphism f : B1|[0, h+k]  G2 such that
(,(w))(t)= f (w(t&k) } } } w(t+h)). (5)
Proof. Consider the topological homomorphism # : B1  G2 given by
#(w)=,(w)(0). Since B1 is _-invariant and , is an algebraic morphism, it
is sufficient to prove that # has the following property: there exists m # N
such that
w # B1 , w |[&m, m]=1 O #(w)=1. (6)
By contradiction, assume there exists a sequence wn # B1 such that
wn|[ &n, n]=1 and %n=#(wn){1 for all n # N. Since wn  1, it follows that
also %n  1. Choose a compact neighborhood U of 1 in G2 which contains
no non-trivial subgroup. There exists n0 # N such that %n # U for all nn0 .
Clearly, for each nn0 , there exists *n # Z such that *n%n  U. Hence,
*n %n % 1 and this contradicts the fact that, however, *nwn  1. K
Remark 1. If , has the structure as in (5), we will say that it has
memory k and anticipation h. The homomorphism f in Lemma 1.1 is in
general not continuous. It is easy to see that it is continuous if G1 is com-
pact and, obviously, if G1 is discrete. On the other hand, given a topologi-
cal homomorphism f and numbers h and k as in Lemma 1.1, it is obvious
that (5) defines an algebraic morphism. In the case h=k=0, we will also
use the notation ,= f .
We have the following
Proposition 1.2. The following properties are preserved by algebraic
conjugacy: Finite memory, weak controllability, controllability, strong con-
trollability.
Proof. Let , : B1  B2 be an algebraic conjugacy. Since _ preserves all
the properties above, we can assume, by Lemma 1.1, that , is of the type
(5) with memory k and anticipation 0.
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To prove that finite memory is preserved by algebraic conjugacy, simply
repeat the classical proof [1] for general shifts. For weak controllability,
on the other hand, it follows immediately from the fact that ,(B1f)=B2f .
Assume now that B1 is controllable. Let w1 , w2 # B2 and let v1 , v2 # B1
be such that ,(vi)=wi for i=1, 2. There exist v # B1 and n # N such that
v(t)=v1(t) \t<0, (_nv)(t)=(_&kv2)(t) \t0. (7)
Consider w=,(v). Clearly,
w(t)=w1(t) \t<0, (_ (n+k)w)(t)=w2(t) \t0. (8)
This implies that B2 is controllable. Moreover, this argument also shows
that if B1 is &-controllable, then B2 is (&+k)-controllable. The proof is thus
complete. K
Remark 2. It follows from the proof of Proposition 1.2, that if
, : B1  B2 is a surjective algebraic morphism and B1 is controllable (resp.
strongly controllable), then B2 is controllable (resp. strongly controllable).
3. Controllable Compact Group Shifts
In this paragraph G will always denote a compact Lie group. It was
shown in [8] that compact group shifts have automatically finite memory.
We here concentrate on the controllability issue proving, in particular, that
the three concepts of controllability, previously introduced, coincide in this
case.
First, we briefly recall some known facts regarding compact group shifts.
A consequence of the structure theorem in [13] is that if B # 7(G), there
exists a finite descending chain of closed normal _-invariant subgroups
B$B1 $B2 $ } } } $Bn=1 (9)
such that
(a) BB1 is a semisimple Lie group.
(b) B1 B2 is a solenoid (namely, a compact connected abelian group
of finite topological dimension).
(c) Bi Bi+1 &GiZ for all i=2, ..., n&1, where Gi are compact Lie
groups.
Every filtration (9) with such properties will be called a canonical filtration
for B.
It was proven in [8] that if (X, T) is a compact group dynamical system
which satisfies the descending chain condition (DCC), namely, such that
every descending chain of closed T-invariant subgroups of X is stationary,
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then it is algebraically conjugated to a compact group shift. It is clear that
in this case the subgroup Xf is well defined.
Let B # 7(G) and let CB be a closed normal _-invariant subgroup.
The group dynamical system BC satisfies the DCC; hence, it is algebrai-
cally conjugated to a group shift on a compact Lie group. We now show
how to concretely construct this conjugation. Consider first the case when
C=B & H Z for some closed normal subgroup H of G and let ? : G  GH
be the canonical projection. We have an exact sequence
1 w B & H Z/wB w?

?(B) w 1 (10)
which in particular shows that BC is algebraically conjugated to the
group shift ?(B) over GH. The following shows that we can always
restrict ourselves to this case.
Lemma 1.3. Let B # 7(G) and let CB be a closed normal _-invariant
subgroup. There exists a compact Lie group G , a markovian group shift
B # 7(G ), a closed normal subgroup HG and an algebraic conjugacy
 : B  B such that (C)=B & H Z.
Proof. Let & # N be such that B and C have memory & and consider
B =B[&+1](B|[0, &]) Z. Let  : B  B be the usual algebraic conjugacy.
Clearly, B is markovian and (C)=B & (C|[0, &]) Z. K
Proposition 1.4. Let B # 7(G) and let CB be a closed normal
_-invariant subgroup. Then, if C and BC are controllable, B is also control-
lable.
Proof. o : By Lemma 1.3 and Proposition 1.2, we can restrict our-
selves to the case where B is markovian and C=B & H Z with H=C|[0] a
closed normal subgroup of G=B|[0] . To prove that B is controllable, it
clearly suffices to show that (Bf) |[0]=G. Let x # G and consider the exact
sequence (10). Since ?(B) is controllable, there exists w # B such that
?(w) # (GH)fZ and y=xw(0)&1 # H. Let v # C such that v(0)= y. Con-
sider w$=vw # B. Clearly, w$(0)=x. Let n>0 be such that w$(&n) and
w$(n) are both in H. Since C is controllable, there exist z+ , z& # Cf such
that z&(&n)=w$(&n) and z+(n)=w$(n). Define w" # GZ in the following
way
z&(t) t &n
w"(t)={w$(t) &n<t<n (11)z+(t) tn
Clearly, w" # Bf and w"(0)=x. This completes the proof. K
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Corollary 1.5. Let B # 7(G). Then, Bf is controllable and it contains
every controllable group shift contained in B.
Proof. Consider a canonical filtration as (9). It immediately follows
from Proposition 1.4 that B2 is controllable. Clearly, B2 Bf . On the
other hand, standard considerations [13] show that (BB2)f=(1). This
implies that Bf=B2 . Finally, it is evident that every controllable group
shift in B is contained inside Bf . K
Corollary 1.6. Let G be a compact Lie group and let B # 7(G). Then,
the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) B is weakly controllable.
(2) B is controllable.
(3) B is strongly controllable.
Proof. (1) O (2): Straightforward consequence of Corollary 1.5.
(2) O (3): Since B has finite memory, it follows from Proposition 1.2
that, without lack of generality, we can assume that B is markovian. Con-
sider # : B  G given by #(w)=w(0). Pose Wn :=#(B[&n, n]). Clearly, Wn
form an ascending chain of closed normal subgroups whose union is B|[0] .
It is a standard fact that the chain is then stationary, namely, there exists
& # N such that W&=B|[0] . This implies that B is &-controllable. K
If B # 7(G), the connected component B0 of B is also a group shift.
Moreover, BB0, being totally disconnected, is algebraically conjugated to
a group shift over a finite discrete group [7, 8]. We have the following.
Proposition 1.7. Let B # 7(G). Then B is controllable if and only if B0
and BB0 are controllable.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 1.4. Only if: It follows from
Remark 2 that BB0 is controllable. It remains to be prove that B0 is con-
trollable. By Lemma 1.3 and Proposition 1.2 we can easily restrict our-
selves to the situation when B is markovian, G=B|[0] and B0=
B & (G0) Z. Since B, by Corollary 1.6, is strongly controllable, there exists
an n # N such that the homomorphism # : B[&n, n]  G, given by #(w)=
w(0) is surjective. This yields #((B0)[&n, n])=G0. Since B0 is markovian,
this implies that B0 is strongly controllable. K
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4. Limit Dimension of Compact Group Shifts
Let G be a compact Lie group and let B # 7(G). Consider the mapping
n [ dim B|[1, n] . It is easy to see that it is subadditive. It is then a standard
fact [1] that there exists
D(B) := lim
n  +
dim B|[1, n]
n
(12)
which will be called the limit dimension of B. Clearly, D(B)dim G. We
will shortly work out a simpler expression for D(B) but first we prove the
following.
Proposition 1.8. D is invariant by algebraic conjugacy.
Proof. Let G1 and G2 be two compact Lie groups and let Bi # 7(Gi) for
i=1, 2 and assume we have an algebraic conjugacy , : B1  B2 which has
memory k and anticipation h (Lemma 1.1). This yields a surjection
B1 |[&k, n+h]  B2 |[1, n] for all n # N which implies that D(B1)D(B2).
Similarly, D(B1)D(B2). Hence D(B1)=D(B2). K
We now need to introduce some more notation. If w # GZ, put w+ :=
w |[0, +) . If B # 7(G), put B+ :=B|[0, +) G[0, +). Now define, for
s # Z.
B+s :=[x # B
+ | _w # B w |(&, &s)=1, w+=x]. (13)
Since B+s =(_
&sB[0, +))
+, it follows that B+s is, for all s # Z, a normal
closed subgroup of B+. Put X :=B+B+0 and Ms :=B
+
s B
+
s&1 for all s.
We have the following.
Theorem 1.9. (1) X and Ms are compact Lie groups for all s # Z.
Moreover, Ms &M0 for all s0.
(2) s [ dim Ms is a non-increasing sequence with dim Ms=0 for s # N
sufficiently large.
(3) dim B[1, n]=n dim M0&ns=1 dim Ms for all n # N.
Proof. (1): Assume that B has memory &. It is easy to see that
X&B|[0, &&1] (B+0 ) |[0, &&1] as topological groups. This proves that X is a
compact Lie group.
From the chain of inclusions
B+0 B
+
s&1 B
+
s B
+ s1 (14)
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we now immediately deduce that Ms is a compact Lie group for all s1.
On the other hand, it is clear that Ms &M0 for every s0. It remains to
be proven that M0 is a compact Lie group and this follows from the exact
sequence
1  B+&1 /w
i
B+0 w
# G, (15)
where i is the inclusion and #(x)=x(0).
(2): _ induces a surjective topological homomorphism
_ : B+s  B
+
s+1 (16)
given by _ (x)(t)=x(t+1) for all t # N. By taking quotients we then
immediately get that s [ dim Ms is a non-increasing sequence. Finally,
s=1 dim Msdim X and this implies that dim Ms is definitely equal to 0.
(3): Let n # N and consider the exact sequence
1  B[0, n&1] /w
j
B+0 w
_ n
B+n  1, (17)
where j(x)=x |[0, +) . Since, _ n(B+&n)=B
+
0 and B
+
&n & j(B[0, n&1])=(1).
(17) induces another exact sequence
1  B[0, n&1] /B
+
0 B
+
&n  B
+
n B
+
0 &1, (18)
which easily yields (3). K
Corollary 1.10. (1) dim B[1, n]=n dim M0&+s=1 dim Ms for suf-
ficiently large n # N.
(2) dim B|[1, n]=n dim M0+dim X for sufficiently large n # N.
(3) D(B)=dim M0
Proof. (1) follows from Theorem 1.9.
(2) If B has memory &, we have the exact sequence
1  B+&& /w
i
B+ w! B|[0, &&1]  1, (19)
where i is the inclusion and !( y)= y |[0, &&1] , (19), by Theorem 1.9,
yields (2).
(3) is an immediate consequence of (2). K
From Corollary 1.10 we now derive some easy consequences.
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Corollary 1.11. Let B # 7(G) and let CB be a closed normal
_-invariant subgroup. Then,
D(B)=D(C)+D(BC). (20)
Proof. It follows from Lemma 1.3 and Proposition 1.8 that we can
restrict ourselves to the case C=B & H Z for some closed subgroup H of G.
From (10) we obtain, for every n # N, the two exact sequences
C|[0, n]  B|[0, n]  ?(B) |[0, n]  1 (21)
1  C[0, n]  B[0, n]  ?(B)[0, n] . (22)
(21) and (22), together with Corollary 1.10, yield the result. K
Corollary 1.12. Let B # 7(G). Then
D(Bf)=D(B)=D(B0)=D((B0)f). (23)
Proof. Straightforward application of Corollary 1.10. K
Corollary 1.13. Let B # 7(G). Then
(1) If B is connected controllable and B{1, then D(B)>0.
(2) If B{GZ, then D(B)<dim G.
Proof. (1) If D(B)=0, it follows from (1) of Corollary 1.10 and from
the assumption of controllability that +s=1 dim Ms=dim X=0. Since B is
connected, it then follows from (2) of Corollary 1.10, that B|[0, n]=1 for all
n # N which yields B=1.
(2) Trivial consequence of (2) of Corollary 1.10. K
If B is a group shift over a finite group G, we can develop a similar (and
even simpler) theory to the one just presented, replacing the dimension
with the logarithm of the cardinality. In particular, we obtain
Proposition 1.14. Let G be a discrete finite group and B # 7(G). Then
(1) log |B[1, n] |=n log |M0 |&+s=1 log |Ms | for sufficiently large
n # N.
(2) log |B|[1, n] |=n log |M0 |+log |X| for sufficiently large n # N.
(3) The topological entropy of B is H(B)=log |M0 |.
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Analogous result to Corollaries 1.11 and 1.13 in the case G is finite, are
standard results in the literature [8, 22].
2. SHIFTS ON COMPACT ABELIAN LIE GROUPS
1. Preliminaries
In this section, as well in Section 3, all groups considered are abelian. We
will use the additive notation and the identity of a group, from now on,
will be denoted by 0. If G and H are abelian topological groups, denote by
HomZ (G, H) the group of topological homomorphism from G to H. Put
T=RZ. G :=HomZ (G, T) denotes the group of characters of G equipped
with the compact-open topology which makes it into an abelian topologi-
cal group.
Denote by Z[u, u&1] the ring of Laurent polynomials with integer coef-
ficients. If G is an abelian group, set G[u, u&1] :=Z[u, u&1]Z G, the
Z[u, u&1]-module of Laurent polynomials with coefficients in G.
If G and H are abelian topological groups, consider p # HomZ (G, H)
[u, u&1], p=i piui with pi # HomZ (G, H). It induces an algebraic
morphism
p(_, _&1) : G Z  H Z (1)
given by
p(_, _&1)(w)(t) :=:
i
pi (w(t+i)). (2)
If G and H are Lie groups and G is compact or discrete, then it follows
from Lemma 1.1 and Remark 1, that all the morphisms between GZ and
H Z are of this type.
Group shifts on compact abelian Lie groups have been extensively
studied in [8, 10, 11, and 15]. It was observed in [8] that there is a con-
trovariant functorial equivalence between the category of group dynamical
systems (X, T ) where X is a compact abelian group, and the category of
Z[u, u&1]-modules. The equivalence is given by associating to (X, T), the
discrete abelian group X equipped with the structure of Z[u, u&1]-module
where multiplication by u is given by the dual map _^. Algebraic conjugacy
corresponds to the usual isomorphism of modules (also denoted by & ).
Under this equivalence group shifts on compact abelian Lie groups
correspond to finitely generated Z[u, u&1]-modules. In particular, if G is a
compact abelian group. GZ corresponds to G [u, u&1]. The duality pairing
is given by
(w, p) :=p(_, _&1)(w)(0) w # GZ p # G [u, u&1]. (3)
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Properties like transitivity, mixing, expansivity correspond to algebraic
properties of the associated Z[u, u&1]-module [8, 10, and 15]. We will do
a similar analysis for controllability.
2. The Lifting of a Connected Group Shift
Our idea is to study connected compact abelian group shifts by lifting
them to certain shifts on finite-dimensional real vector spaces. We first
recall some facts on the theory of the shifts on vector spaces. Let k be a
field and V a finite-dimensional k-vector space equipped with the discrete
topology. A closed _-invariant k-subspace of V Z is called a (k)-linear shift
on V. Notice that if V is a k-vector space, V[u, u&1] is a k[u, u&1]-
module. k-linear morphisms between W Z and V Z are induced by Laurent
polynomials in Homk(V, W)[u, u&1] as in (1) and (2). We have a
k-pairing between V Z and V*[u, u&1] given by formula (3). The theory of
linear shifts is well understood [19, 20, and 21]. In particular, we have the
following
Theorem 2.1. Let k be a field and V a finite-dimensional k-vector space
with the discrete topology. Let CV Z be a linear shift. Then
(1) C has finite memory.
(2) There exists D(C)=limn  + 1n dimk C|[1, n] and it is equal to
the rank of V*[u, u&1]C= as a k[u, u&1]-module.
(3) The following conditions are equivalent.
(i) C is weakly controllable.
(ii) C is controllable.
(iii) C is strongly controllable.
(iv) There exists a finite-dimensional k-vector space W and
, # Homk(W, V)[u, u&1] such that ,(_, _&1) : W Z  V Z is injective and its
image is C.
(v) V*[u, u&1]C = is a free k[u, u&1]-module.
(4) There exists a finite-dimensional linear shift XC such that
C=Cf X.
If k/k$ is a field extension, and V is a k-vector space, consider the
extension V$ :=Vk k$. A k$-subspace W$V$ is said to be k-extended if
there exists a k-subspace W of V such that W$=Wk k$. We can canoni-
cally think of V Zk k$ as a proper dense subspace of V$Z. A k$-linear shift
C$V$Z is said to be k-extended if there exists a k-linear shift
CV Z, such that Ck k$=C$. Under the canonical identification
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V*[u, u&1]k k$=(V$)* [u, u&1], it can be shown, using Theorem 2.1
and standard techniques on linear shifts, that Ck k$=C$ if and only if
C= k k$=C$= . This also implies that D(C)=D(C$) and that C is control-
lable if and only if C$ is controllable. Moreover, we have that C=C$ & V Z.
We now need to recall some standard fact on tori [14]. By slight abuse
of notation we denote by ? : Rq  Tq the canonical projection, for every
q # N. Since T &Z. HomZ (Tq, T p) can be identified with Mp_q(Z). On the
other hand, Mp_q(Z) can also be thought as set of linear maps from Rq to
Rp. With these identification we have that, if M # Mp_q(Z), then M b ?=
? b M. An easy consequence of these considerations is that if WRq is a
Q-extended subspace of dimension n, then ?(W) is a closed connected sub-
group of Tq, isomorphic to Tn. Moreover, every closed connected subgroup
of Tq can be obtained in this way, in a unique way.
Clearly, ? : Rq  Tq induces a surjective algebraic morphism ? :
(Rq) Z  (Tq) Z. We have the following.
Theorem 2.2. (1) Let C(Rq) Z be a Q-extended linear shift. Then
B :=?(C) is a connected group shift in 7(Tq) and ?(C| I)=B| I for all
finite IZ. Moreover, every connected group shift in 7(Tq) can be obtained
in this way in a unique way.
(2) B has memory & if and only if C has memory &.
(3) B is controllable if and only if C is controllable and, in this case,
B=?(C).
(4) D(B)=D(C).
Proof. (1) Let C(Rq) Z be a Q-extended linear shift. It is obvious
that B=?(C) is in 7(Tq) and is connected. Moreover, since C| I are
Q-extended subspaces, we have that B| I=?(C| I) for all finite IZ.
Let now B # 7(Tq) be a connected group shift. For each IZ finite,
consider B| I (T
q)I and let HI (Rq)I be the Q-extended subspace such
that ?(HI)=B| I . If IJZ are finite set, denote by PIJ : (Rq)J  (Rq)I the
restriction map. Since ? b PIJ (HJ)=B| I , it follows that
PIJ (HJ)=HI \IJ finite. (4)
Define
C :=[w # (Rq) Z | w | I # HI \IZ finite]. (5)
It is clear that C is a Q-extended linear shift and that ?(C)B.
Moreover, it follows from (4) that C| I=HI for all finite IZ. This yields
?(C)=B.
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If C$(Rq) Z is another Q-extended linear shift such that ?(C$)=B, it
immediately follows that C$| I=C| I for all finite IZ. This clearly implies
that C$=C.
(2) Assume that B has memory & and consider H=C|[0, &] . Consider
the linear shift
CH :=[w # C | w |[t, t+&] # H \t # Z]. (6)
Clearly, ?(CH)=B. It follows from (1) that C=CH . This implies that C
has memory &.
On the other hand, assume that C has memory & and let K=B|[0, &] .
Consider
BK :=[w # B | w |[t, t+&] # K \t # Z]. (7)
By (1) and previous part of (2), it follows that there exists a Q-extended
linear shift C$(Rq) Z of memory &, such that ?(C$)=BK . Since
?(C|[0, &])=?(C$|[0, &]) we have that C|[0, &]=C$|[0, &] . This implies that
C=C$. Hence B=BK and, consequently, B has memory &.
(3) Assume that C is controllable. We first show that ?(C) is
closed. It follows from (3) of Theorem 2.1 that there exist p # N and
, # Mq_p(Z)[u, u&1] such that the morphism ,(_, _&1) from (R p) Z to
(R p) Z has image equal to C. But , also induces, by (1), a morphism
,(_, _&1) from (T p) Z to (T p)Z and it is easy to see that its image is ?(C).
This proves the claim. Hence B=?(C) and it is controllable by
Remark 2 of Section 1.
Conversely, assume that B is controllable. By taking suitable block
extensions, we can restrict ourselves to the case B and C are both
markovian. Also, we can assume that C|[0]=R
q. Let x # Rq and consider
F (x) :=[ y # Rq | _t # N _w # C w(0)=x, w(t)= y]. (8)
Notice that F (0) is a subspace of Rq and that F (x) are affine translations
of F (0). Since B is controllable, it easily follows that
Zq+ .
x # Zq
F (x)$Rq. (9)
This yields F (0)=Rq, and, since C is markovian, this implies that C is
controllable.
(4) Trivial. K
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Example 1. Let A # GL(q, Q) and B # Mq_p(Z). Consider the dif-
ference equation
_x=Ax+Bv x # (Rq) Z v # (R p) Z. (10)
Let
C :=[x # (Rq) Z | _v # (R p) Z such that (x, v) satisfies (10)]. (11)
Clearly, C is a Q-extended linear shift and it is easy to see [20] that every
markovian Q-extended linear shift admits such a representation. Now,
there exist matrices A1 , A2 # Mq_q(Z) & GL(q, Q) and C1 , C2 # Mq_q(Z)
such that A&11 A2=A and A1C1+A2C2=I. Put L=A1B. We have that
B=?(C) is represented by the difference equation
A1_x=A2x+Lv, (12)
namely,
B :=[x # (Tq) Z | _v # (T p)Z such that (x, v) satisfies (12)]. (13)
To prove this, it is sufficient to show, by (1) and (2) of Theorem 2.2, that
?(C|[0, 1])=[(s1 , s2) # TqTq | _t # T p such that A1 s1&A2s2&Lt=0].
(14)
 in (14) is evident. We only have to show $: Let (s1 , s2) # TqTq and
t # T p such that A1 s1&A2s2&Lt=0. Let (a1 , a2) # Rq Rq and b # R p
such that ?(ai)=si and ?(b)=t. Clearly, A1a1&A2a2&Lb=c # Zq.
Consider now a$i :=ai&Cic. We have that A1a$1&A2a$2&Lb=0 and
?(a$i)=si . This implies that (s1 , s2) # ?(C|[0, 1]). Conversely, it follows from
Theorem 2.2 that every markovian connected group shift in 7(Tq) admits
a representation as (13) for suitable matrices A1 , A2 # Mq_q(Z) & GL(q, Q)
and L # Mq_p(Z).
It is a standard fact [20], that C in (11) is controllable if and only if
(A, B) is a controllable pair, namely, [B, AB, ..., Aq&1B] is a matrix of full
row rank. Hence it follows from Theorem 2.2 that B in (13) is controllable
if and only if (A&11 A2 , A
&1
1 L) is a controllable pair.
It is clear that in the representation of C in (11), B can always assumed
to be injective. If this is the case, we have that, p=D(C)=D(B).
Connected compact abelian group shifts B with D(B)=0 are also called
solenoids and have been extensively studied in [8, 10, and 11]. In this case
we have that H(B)<+ and if B{0, B is evidently never controllable.
However, it can well be transitive [8].
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3. Controllability of Compact Abelian Group Shifts
We start with the following
Proposition 2.3. Let B # 7(Tq). The following conditions are equiv-
alent.
(1) B is connected and controllable.
(2) B is torsion free as a Z[u, u&1]-module.
Proof. (1) O (2) Let C(Rq) Z be the controllable Q-extended linear
shift such that ?(C)=B. It is not difficult to see that the injection
Zq[u,u1]/Rq[u, u1] induces a Z[u,u1]-injection B /Rq[u,u1]C=.
The result then immediately follows from (3) of Theorem 2.1.
(2) O (1) Connection of B is standard [14]. Assume, by contradic-
tion, that B is not controllable. Let C(Rq) Z be the Q-extended linear
shift such that ?(C)=B. Since C is not controllable and Q-extended,
there exists p(u, u&1) # Zq[u, u&1] and *(u, u&1) # Z[u, u&1] such that
p  C= and *p # C= . It is clear that p  B= and *p # B= . This implies, con-
trarily to the assumption made, that B is not torsion free. K
If M is a Z[u, u&1]-module, denote by T(M) its torsion submodule.
Denote by t(M) the torsion subgroup of M thought as a Z-module. Notice
that t(M) is also a Z[u, u&1]-submodule of M and t(M)T(M).
We have the following generalization.
Corollary 2.4. Let G be a compact abelian Lie group and let
B # 7(G). The following conditions are equivalent.
(1) B is controllable.
(2) T(B )=t(B ) and multiplication by un&1 is injective on B for all
n # Z.
Proof. Notice that B0@ &B t(B ) and BB0@& t(B ). Everything then
follows from Propositions 2.3 and 1.7 and Theorem 11.2 in [8]. K
We have seen in Section 1 that Bf is controllable and it is actually the
biggest controllable shift inside B. We now prove that if B is connected, Bf
is also connected. First we need a preliminary result.
Lemma 2.5. Let G be a compact abelian Lie group and let B # 7(G) be
connected and such that D(B)=0. Then Bf=0.
Proof. Consider a canonical filtration for B as (9) satisfying properties
(a), (b), and (c). Since D(B)=0, it follows from Corollary 1.11 that all the
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groups Gi ’s must be finite. This, together with the fact that H(BB1)=0
[22] and H(B1 B2)<+ [10], implies that H(B)<+. Assume by
contradiction that Bf {0. By eventually taking suitable block extension we
can restrict ourselves to the case when F=B[0] {0. Put n :=|F |. Consider
the homomorphism , : B  B given by ,(w)=nw. Clearly, F Zker , and
, is surjective since B is divisible [14]. This implies H(B)H(B)+|F |,
which is absurd. K
Theorem 2.6. Let B # 7(Tq) be connected. Then Bf is a connected
controllable group shift. Moreover, Bf@ &B T(B ).
Proof. B(Bf)0 is (algebraically conjugated to) a connected shift on a
compact abelian group and, by Corollaries 1.11 and 1.12, is limit dimen-
sion is equal to 0. It then follows from Lemma 2.5 that it does not contain
any non-trivial controllable group shift. Since Bf (Bf)0 is controllable and
embedded in B(Bf)0, it follows that Bf=(Bf)0. This proves the first part.
Denote now by B$ the dual shift of the torsion free module B T(B ).
Clearly B$/B and it is controllable by Proposition 2.3. Hence B$Bf .
On the other hand, it also follows from Proposition 2.3 that every con-
nected controllable group shift inside B is contained in B$. Hence, we have
that B$$Bf . This ends the proof. K
4. Classification Problems
Contrarily to the linear case (Theorem 2.1), the classification of control-
lable shifts on compact abelian groups is an hard task. In [3] some partial
results where obtained in the case the group was finite. In the connected
case one could hope to use the lifting of Theorem 2.2. Indeed, let B # 7(Tq)
be a controllable connected group shift and let C(Rq) Z be the control-
lable Q-extended linear shift such that ?(C)=B. There exists
M(z, z&1) # Mq_p(Z[z, z&1]) such that M(_, _&1) : (R p) Z  C is a k-linear
conjugacy. M also induces a surjective algebraic morphism M(_, _&1) :
(T p) Z  B. The problem is that in general M(_, _&1) is not injective on
(T p) Z. Indeed, as we will see, there are controllable connected B # 7(Tq)
which are not algebraically conjugated to a full group shift (T p) Z. In the
sequel, we will think of Zn as a subgroup of T in the usual way. If
B # 7(Tq), consider B(n)=B & (Zqn)
Z # 7(Zqn). Clearly, the necessary condi-
tion for B to be algebraically conjugated to a full group shift is that B(n)
is controllable for every n # N.
Example 2. Consider
C :=[((_+1) v, 2v) | v # RZ](R2) Z (15)
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and let B :=?(C). Since C is markovian and controllable, B is, by
Proposition 2.3, a markovian controllable connected element of 7(T2). We
now show that B(2) is not controllable. Let v # TZ. A straightforward
verification shows that
((_+1) v, 2v) # Z2Z  v # [0, 12]Z _ [14, 34]Z, (16)
where x denotes the projection of x # R to T. This easily implies that
B(2) &Z2
ZZ which shows that B(2) is not controllable. Hence, B is not
algebraically conjugated to a full group shift.
We pose the following.
Conjecture A. Let B # 7(Tq) be a connected controllable group shift
such that B(n) is controllable for all n # N, then B is algebraically con-
jugated to a full group shift.
At the moment we are able to prove Conjecture A only in two cases:
when D(B)=1 and when D(B)=q&1. Before doing this, we want to
reformulate Conjecture A. First we recall a result of [3].
Theorem 2.7. Let G be a discrete finite abelian group and let B # 7(G)
be such that B(n) is controllable for all n # N. Then B is algebraically con-
jugated to a full group shift.
It follows from Theorem 2.7 that all the B(n) in Conjecture A are
algebraically conjugated to full group shifts. More precisely, one can easily
see that B(n) & (Zn
D( B )) Z. By virtue of Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 2.7
and standard duality considerations, Conjecture A is equivalent to the
following.
Conjecture B. Let M be a finitely generated torsion free Z[u, u&1]-
module such that MnM is Zn[u, u&1]-free for all n # N. Then M is free.
We now come to our partial results.
Theorem 2.8. Let B # 7(Tq) be a connected controllable group shift
with D(B)=1 such that B(n) is controllable for every n # N. Then B&TZ.
Proof. Let C(Rq) Z be the controllable Q-extended linear shift such
that ?(C)=B. Let *(u, u&1) # Mq_1(Z[u, u&1]) such that *(_, _&1):
RZ&(Rq) Z is injective and its image is C. Consider *(_, _&1) : TZ  (Tq) Z.
Clearly, *(_, _&1) TZ=B. Put X=ker (*(_, _&1) : TZ  (Tq) Z). Let
YRZ be the Q-extended linear shift such that ?(Y)=X0. We must have
*(_, _&1)(Y)(Zq) Z and, this clearly implies that Y=0. Hence, X0=0.
Put X$ :=Xf . Clearly, X$ is totally disconnected and this implies that, if
X${0, then X$|[0]=Zd for some d # N. If H(X$)=log n, we have that nd
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and, on the other hand, it is easy to see [3] that d | n. Hence d=n and this
yields X$=(Zd) Z. By quotienting out Zd we can therefore assume that X is
a finite group. Let d=|X|. Clearly
B(d ) &[v # T Z | dv # X]X. (17)
On the other hand, we have a surjective morphism
[v # TZ | dv # X]X  X (18)
given by the multiplication by d. Hence, by our assumptions, X is control-
lable and this implies that X=0. This completes the proof. K
Theorem 2.9. Let B # 7(Tq) be a connected controllable group shift
with D(B)=q&1 such that B(n) is controllable for every n # N. Then
B& (Tq&1) Z.
Proof. Let C(Rq) Z be the controllable Q-extended linear shift such
that ?(C)=B. Consider B= C= Rq[u, u&1]. Let M=B= Z Q=
C= & Q[u, u&1]. It follows from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 that M is a direct
addend of Qq[u, u&1] of rank equal to 1. Since B is torsion free, there
exists e=(e1 , ..., eq) # B= such that e generates M and for every n # N there
exists ei such that n does not divide ei . It easily follows that e generates B=
as a Z[u, u&1]-module. Since M is a direct addend of Qq[u, u&1], there
exist *1 , ..., *q # Z[u, u&1] and n # N such that
:
i
*iei=n. (19)
Since B is torsion free we have a natural inclusion B= nB= Zqn[u, u
&1].
Moreover, thinking B(n) (Z
q
n)
Z, we have that (B(n))
==B= nB= . It then
follows from Theorem 2.7 that there exists *$1 , ..., *$q , + # Z[u, u&1] such
that
:
i
*$i ei=1+n+. (20)
Combining (19) and (20), we obtain that 1 is in the ideal generated by
e1 , ..., eq . Since Z[u, u&1] is a Hermite ring ([9], Corollary 4.12 p. 147), it
then follows ([9] Corollary 4.5 p. 26) that B &Zq[u, u&1]B= is free. This
implies the result. K
Putting together Theorems 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9, we now give a more general
result.
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Corollary 2.10. Let B # 7(Tq) be a controllable group shift with
D(B)1 or D(B)q&1 such that B(n) is controllable for every n # N. Then
there exists a compact abelian Lie group H such that B&H Z.
Proof. Since BB0 is conjugated to a group shift over a finite group
and since B0 is divisible, there exists d # N such that dB=B0. This easily
implies that d(B(nd))=(B0)(n) for all n # N. This, by Theorems 2.8 and 2.9
and Corollaries 1.12 and 1.13, yields B0 & (Ts) Z where s=D(B). This
implies that then B& (Ts) ZBB0. Using again the divisibility of B0, we
can see that (BB0)(n) &B(n) (B0)(n) . It follows then from Theorem 2.7
that BB0 &K Z for some finite abelian group K. This ends the proof. K
Remark 1. It is clear that if one can prove Conjecture A, then one can
prove a more general version of Corollary 2.10 with no assumption on the
limit dimension of B.
3. DUALITY RESULTS FOR SHIFTS ON ABELIAN GROUPS
Let G be a locally compact abelian (LCA) group. Consider G[u, u&1]
topologized with the sum topology. We have a canonical injective topologi-
cal homomorphism j : G[u, u&1]/G Z given by j(aui)(t)=$[&i, t] a for all
a # G and i # Z.
Let G be a LCA group. GZ is not, in general, a locally compact group.
An extension of Pontrjagin duality for this type of groups has been
developped in [5, 6, and 18]. In particular, it is shown in [5] that GZ and
G [u, u&1] are dual of each other with the usual pairing ( , ) given by
formula (3) in Section 2.
We now define the concept of adjoint shift. Let B # 7(G) and consider
the annihilator B= G [z, z&1]. We define the adjoint shift of B as
B* :=j(B=)G Z. We have the following.
Proposition 3.1. B**=Bf .
Proof. $: Let w # Bf and let v # B*. There exists vn # B= with vn  v in
the topology of G Z. Hence, (vn , w)  (v, w) which yields (v, w)=0. Hence
w # B**. This yields $. On the other hand,  follows from the fact that,
since B===B [6], (B=)= Bf . K
The mapping B [ B* thus induces a one to one correspondence
between the weakly controllable shifts in 7(G) and the weakly controllable
shifts in 7(G ).
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1. Shifts on Finitely Generated Abelian Groups
From now on G will denote a finitely generated abelian group of rank
rkG=q (i.e., G&ZqH where H is a finite group). Hence, G is a compact
abelian Lie group of dimension equal to q. Consider B # 7(G). Standard
considerations show that there exist
R(B)= lim
n  +
rkB|[1, n]
n
(1)
and we call it the limit rank of B. Repeating the argument of Proposi-
tion 1.8 we can easily show that the limit rank is invariant by algebraic
conjugacy and, using the same notations as in 4 of Section 1, the following
can be easily established.
Proposition 3.2. Assume that B has finite memory. Then
(1) rkB[1, n]=n rkM0&+s=1 rkMs for sufficiently large n # N.
(2) rkB|[1, n]=n rkM0+rkX for sufficiently large n # N.
(3) R(B)=rkM0 .
This is the main duality result which we present.
Theorem 3.3. Let B # 7(G) be a weakly controllable group shift. Then
(1) B as memory & if and only if B* is &-controllable.
(2) rkB[1, n]+dim B*|[1, n]=nq for every n # N.
(3) rkB|[1, n]+dim B*[1, n]=nq for every n # N.
(4) R(B)+D(B*)=q.
Moreover, if q=0
(5) log |B[1, n] |+log |B*|[1, n] |=n |G| for every n # N.
(6) H(B)+H(B*)=|G|.
Proof. (1) Assume that B* is &-controllable. Let
C :=[w # B | w |[t, t+&] # B|[0, &] \t # Z]. (2)
Clearly C # 7(G) has memory & and BC. Then, C*B*. On the
other hand, if w # B*[0, &] , we have that w # C= , hence w # C*. By the
assumption done on B*, it follows that B*=C*. This yields, by Proposi-
tion 3.1, B=C**=Cf . On the other hand, it is easy to see that
Cf :=[w # B | w |[t, t+&] # (Cf) |[0, &] \t # Z]. (3)
This also implies that B=Cf has memory &.
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Assume now that B has memory &. Let C be the smallest group shifts in
7(G ) containing B*[0, &] . Standard considerations show that C is &-control-
lable. Since CB*, it follows that BC*. Notice now that
(B|[0, &])
==B*[0, &]=C[0, &]=(C*|[0, &])
= , (4)
which implies that B|[0, &]=C*|[0, &] . Since B has memory &, it follows that
B=C*. Hence B*=C**=C is &-controllable.
(2), (3), and (5) follow from standard duality considerations.
(4) is an immediate consequence of (2) and of Proposition 3.2.
(6) is an immediate consequence of (5) and of Proposition 1.14. K
Corollary 3.4. Let B # 7(G) be a weakly controllable group shift.
Then B has finite memory.
Proof. By Corollary 1.6, B* is &-controllable for some & # N. Hence, by
Theorem 3.3, B has memory &. K
Corollary 3.5. Let B # 7(G). The following are equivalent.
(1) B is weakly controllable.
(2) B is controllable.
(3) B is strongly controllable.
(4) B has finite memory and is transitive.
Proof. It follows from Corollary 3.4 and Proposition 1.2 that we can
restrict ourselves to the case when B is markovian.
(1) O (2) Bf=B implies that (Bf) |[0]=B|[0] . This shows that B is
controllable.
(2) O (3) Repeat the argument of the proof of Corollary 1.6.
(3) O (4) and (4) O (1) are evident. K
It is worth noticing that not every group shift over a finitely generated
abelian group has finite memory. Indeed, we have the following.
Example 3. Let G=Z and let Bn Z Z be given by
Bn :={w # ZZ } :
k+2n
i=k+1
w(i) # 2nZ= . (5)
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Clearly Bn # 7(Z). Let B :=n Bn # 7(Z). We claim that B does not have
finite memory. Consider, indeed, the sequence wm # ZZ defined by
wm(t)={2
m
0
if t#0(2m)
otherwise.
(6)
Clearly, for each n and m, wm # Bn . Hence wm # B for all m # N. Assume,
by contradiction, that B has finite memory k. Define vm # ZZ by
vm(t) :={0wm(t)
t<0
t0.
(7)
Clearly, vm # B for all m such that 2mk. But, on the other hand, if m<n,
we have that
:
0
i=&2n+1
vm(i)=wm(0)=2m  2nZ, (8)
which yields vm  B. This proves our claim.
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